An accurate calibration of the JET neutron diagnostics with a 14 MeV neutron generator was performed in the first half of 2017 in order to provide a reliable measurement of the fusion power during the next JET deuterium-tritium (DT) campaign. In order to meet the target accuracy, the chosen neutron generator has been fully characterized at the Neutron Metrology Laboratory of the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), Teddington, United Kingdom. The present paper describes the measurements of the neutron energy spectra obtained using a highresolution single-crystal diamond detector (SCD). The measurements, together with a new neutron source routine 'ad hoc' developed for the MCNP code, allowed the complex features of the neutron energy spectra resulting from the mixed D/T beam ions interacting with the T/D target nuclei to be resolved for the first time. From the spectral analysis a quantitative estimation of the beam ion composition has been made. The unprecedented intrinsic energy resolution (<1% full width at half maximum (FWHM) at 14 MeV) of diamond detectors opens up new prospects for diagnosing DT plasmas, such as, for instance, the possibility to study non-classical slowing down of the beam ions by neutron spectroscopy on ITER.
Introduction
The Joint European Torus (JET) is the largest experimental fusion device in the world and currently is the only one that can operate with tritium. It is equipped with several neutron diagnostics [1] , in particular fission chambers (KN1) and in-vessel activation system (KN2), both able to measure the absolute neutron emission rate over the whole range from 10 8 n s −1 up to 10 19 n s −1 in deuterium-tritium (DT) plasma scenarios. An accurate calibration of both KN1 and KN2 with 14 MeV neutrons is needed in order to provide reliable measurements of the neutron yield and of the fusion power during the next DT campaign planned in 2019 [2] . The neutron calibration consists in placing a neutron source of known intensity and energy spectrum at different positions inside the tokamak vessel and recording the KN1 and KN2 signals. The chosen neutron source was a 14 MeV neutron generator (NG) type ING-17 provided by VNIIA [3] . Two nominally identical neutron generators (NG#1 and NG#2) have been procured to mitigate the risk of failure. In the NGs, a mixed D
beam (nominally 50-50%, x, y = 1, 2) is accelerated at a nominal energy of 100 keV onto a titanium target containing T/D (nominally 50-50%) inside a sealed tube. The NG thus produces 14 MeV neutron beam-target fusion reactions [4] .
In order to meet the calibration target accuracy of 10% on KN1 and KN2, the two NGs have been fully characterized and calibrated at the Neutron Metrology Laboratory of the National Physical Laboratory (NPL, Teddington, UK). Two experimental campaigns were performed in November 2015 and June 2016 and aimed at determining the neutron emission rate and spectrum as a function of the angle of observation for both NGs. The NGs were placed at the centre of the low-scatter area of the accelerator hall which is equipped with rotating arms so that simultaneous measurements with several types of detectors at different angles with respect to the NG were possible. In this experiment a liquid scintillator detector (NE213), a long counter, activation foils and single crystal diamond detectors were used. The whole calibration and characterization campaign is described in [4] .
For carrying out the data analysis and to simulate the NG neutron emission spectra a neutron source routine has been developed with the MCNP code [5] version 6. The MCNP code describes in detail the geometry of the neutron generator and simulates the neutron spectra resulting from all possible reactions occurring between the D/T (mono-atomic, bi-atomic etc) ions in the beam and the TiT/D target [6] .
The present paper describes the neutron energy spectra obtained by employing high-resolution SCD neutron spectrometers. For the first time, we demonstrate the capability to accurately determine the detailed ion composition of the beam. This is made possible by exploiting the instrument's high energy resolution to discriminate the different reaction components that make up the whole neutron spectrum and that come from reactions between mixed D/T beam ions and T/D nuclei in the target. The result opens up new prospects for beam ion studies, and in general for neutron spectroscopy studies, in DT plasmas. An example that we have studied regards to the possibility of observing non classical beam slowing down in current drive studies at ITER using neutron spectroscopy.
Experimental setup and calibration procedure

Single crystal diamond detector
Artificial chemical vapour deposition SCD detectors have shown excellent performances in fast neutron spectroscopy due to their high energy resolution, fast time response and high radiation hardness [7] [8] [9] [10] and are now being exploited for measurements of the 2.5 MeV neutron spectrum in deuterium plasmas at JET [11, 12] . Neutron detection in SCD is based on the collection of the electron-hole pairs generated by the slowing down of the charged particles produced by the interactions between neutrons and carbon nuclei. For 14 MeV neutrons the main reaction channels of interest are: elastic and inelastic scattering 12 C(n,n′) 12 C which features the highest cross section and gives rise to a continuum in the measured pulse height spectrum (PHS); the n-3α reaction 12 C(n,n′)3α with a Q value of −7.23 MeV; and the n-α reaction 12 C(n,α) 9 Be with a Q value of −5.702 MeV. The latter is the best candidate reaction for 14 MeV neutron spectroscopy, as it leads to a well-defined peak centred at E dep = E n − 5.702 MeV which provides a univocal one to one relation between incoming neutron energy and measured deposited energy. The shape of this peak is due to two independent contributions, namely the broadening due to the intrinsic resolution of the SCD itself and an additional kinematic broadening that depends on the energy distribution of the incoming neutron beam around 14 MeV. When the kinematic contribution dominates over the intrinsic broadening the shape of this peak becomes a diagnostic of the incoming 14 MeV neutron energy spectrum. The SCD neutron spectrometer used in these measurements was designed and built by the CNR-ISM institute in Rome (Italy) and is made of an artificial single-crystal chemical vapour deposition diamond sample (4.5 × 4.5 × 0.5 mm 3 ) grown by Element Six Ltd [13] . The Ohmic contacts on the top and bottom surfaces were obtained by subsequent sputtering deposition of a multilayer metal structure (patent pending), followed by a final gold layer deposition. In figure 1 , the SCD is shown together with the dedicated 1 mm thick alumina printed circuit board (PCB) and the aluminium metal case. The latter is needed to shield the detector from electromagnetic interferences and to provide mechanical protection.
A dedicated custom electronic chain was used for these measurements (see figure 2) . The detector was coupled to a CIVIDEC C6 fast charge preamplifier [14] , which features a rise time of 3.5 ns and a shaping time of 25 ns. The preamplifier, supplied with a 12 V DC power supply has a bias current of 25 mA, a gain of 6 mV fC −1 and a bandwidth of 100 MHz. A CAEN [15] high voltage supply model NDT1470 was used to supply a voltage of +400 V to the detector, which corresponds to an average electric field of 0.8 V µm −1 in the bulk material. In some measurements, instead of the C6 model, a CIVIDEC CX preamplifier optimized for high-resolution spectroscopy was used. The latter has a rise time of 80 ns, a shaping time of 180 ns and a gain of 12 mV fC was fed to an 8-channel waveform digitizer, CAEN DT5730. This is a 14-bit and 500 MSamples s -rate digitizer equipped with CAEN software able to perform on-line measurements of the pulse area, by integrating each signal in a user defined gate, namely 40 ns for the C6 preamplifier and about 700 ns for the CX preamplifier. In some cases, the analog signal produced as output of the preamplifier was duplicated by a linear Fan-In Fan-Out module and simultaneously acquired with two different digitizers. The first was configured to digitize the full waveform corresponding to each detection event for offline analysis, while the second digitizer was set to process online each pulse from the detector, so to obtain energy/time list mode data.
The detector was placed on a rotating arm at different distances and angles to characterise the neutron energy emission spectra of the NGs (see figure 3 ).
Calibration procedure
Initially, the SCD was calibrated in the laboratory in vacuum with a 241 Am electro-deposited source which emits α particles with three different energies (5.486, 5.442, 5.388 MeV) with branching ratio (84.5%, 13.06%, 1.62%, respectively). On site, during the experiment, the calibration was verified with 241 Am electro-deposited source in air and correction factors due to the alpha particle energy loss in air were calculated and applied. The dominant factors that affect the accuracy of the α calibration in vacuum are connected to the energy straggling of the α particles in the materials before reaching the active part of the detector, namely the Ohmic contacts of the diamond. It was found that the uncertainties in the knowledge of the SCD contact thicknesses limit the accuracy in the calibration to a few tens of keV, which is not sufficient for a detailed data analysis. For this reason, an iterative Bayesian calibration method based on prior assumptions has been implemented and is described below.
At the time of the measurements, the NG specifications provided by the supplier refer to a D/T mixture in the beam and in the target with nominal concentration at 50-50%. Instead, it was observed that D In previous experiments [7] [8] [9] , the SCD was characterized, namely its resolution was measured at a neutron source to be equal to 120 keV FWHM at 14 MeV for the n-α reaction 12 C(n,α) 9 Be. In the case of the NG neutron calibration, the expected SCD pulse height spectra were thus obtained convoluting the simulated six neutron energy spectra with a Gaussian-shaped SCD response function of FHWM equal to 120 keV (as shown in figure 4 ). We observe that the six simulated neutron components provide pulse height spectra that cover deposited energy from 8.4 to 9.2 MeV.
The iterative Bayesian calibration method was performed on the neutron data recorded at zero degrees with respect to the beam direction. Zero degrees is the best angle since, due to the reaction kinematics, the six different neutron energy components are better separated in energy (see section 3.1). Furthermore, at zero degrees, the neutron energy uncertainty due to the angular uncertainty of the experimental setup is minimized due to neutron energy dependence on the cosine of the emission angle. The observed PHS (see figure 5 left) recorded at zero degrees features a complex shape in which the structures are due to three main reactions in 12 C: elastic scattering, 12 C(n,n′)3α and 12 C(n,α) 9 Be. The most energetic peak (see figure 5 right) centred at ~8.8 MeV is due to the 12 C(n,α) 9 Be reaction and is the most useful one for neutron spectroscopy. We note that it features three characteristic structures caused by the different neutron energy components. The Bayesian calibration method we have used employs two calibration points to determine the relation between deposited energy and ADC channels. The first point is given by the neutron elastic scattering edge on 12 C which is at a well-defined position E edge = 0.284 * E n while the second is obtained with a priori assumption on the first structure located at about 8.7 MeV in the PHS spectrum. A calibration curve is so obtained and used in a numerical fit between measured data and the six MCNP simulated neutron energy spectral components. The method is repeated for different a priori assumptions and the best agreement was obtained when the first structure of the figure 5 right is associated to the combination of the first two peaks of the figure 4, namely D on T at 29.2 keV and D on T at 36.5 keV. Other assumptions on the first structure in the PHS provided significantly worse Chisquare value.
In order to validate the iterative calibration method, a consistency check with the α particles calibration performed on site during the measurement was done and indicates that they are in agreement within ±5% uncertainty (see figure 6 ). Moreover, a second independent consistency check of the iterative calibration is given by the comparison between the measurement carried out at nominally 90° with respect to the incoming NG beam and the MCNP simulations (see figure 7) . In this case the six neutron components overlap due to the kinematics. It was found that the best agreement comes with the simulation at 84°, which is within the expected angular uncertainty due to the experimental-setup. We noted that on the low energy side of the peak of figure 7 , the data show a low energy tail which does not overlap with the simulation. This is interpreted as due to neutron events that lead to a partial charge collection in the SCD.
Results and discussion
Study of the energy spectrum dependence on the emission angles
The SCD neutron spectrometer was placed on a rotating arm at different distances exploring the neutron energy spectrum dependence on the neutron emission angle for the NG. Neutron energy spectra have been recorded at different angles from 0 to 150° with respect to the beam direction. Figure 8 shows the anisotropy of the neutron emission intensity which is due to the reaction kinetics. The evaluation of the anisotropy profile of the neutron emission rate was a key aspect in the NG calibration in order to derive the total neutron emission in 4π. In particular, as shown in detailed in [4] , the neutron emission rate as a function of the angle has been studied by using calibrated long counter detectors and activation foils. Furthermore, as shown in figure 8 , the neutrons emitted at zero degrees exhibit a broader spectrum than at other angles, because of the reaction kinetics. In particular, the broadening of the spectra decrease from 0 to 90° and then it increases again from 90 to 150°. This is due to the six different neutron energy components which are well separated at zero degrees and overlap at 90°.
Analysis of the beam composition
The aim of the analysis is to resolve the complex features of the neutron energy spectra resulting from the mixed D/T beam ions reacting with the T/D nuclei present in the target. The analysis is based on the numerical fitting of the simulated neutron components resulting from the five ion species convolved with the SCD response function to the experimental data taken at zero degrees. In addition to the model components displayed in figure 4 , an MCNP calculation [16] has been performed to determine the absolute neutron yield related to each component. Figure 9 shows the best 5-free parameters numerical fit of the data, together with the neutron contributions of the five ion species weighted to the neutron yield. Here the neutron components due to the reaction D on T at 29.2 keV and T on D at 43.8 keV (see figure 4) were added together and considered as a single DT component. The goodness of the fit is assessed on the reduced Chi-square value which results to be equal to 1.50. This indicates that the analysis model used for the data fit provides a good description of the SCD data. Looking at the figure 9, it can be noticed that the DT component is the dominant one and it is the one responsible for the 'double' peak structure. The T component (T on D at 73 keV), instead, is the most energetic one and it is the only one that can describe the high energy tail of the peak. Table 1 summarizes the calculated neutron yields of each component and the estimated incident particle beam composition, respectively. The dominant fraction of the incident beam is represented by the DT molecules (~80.4%) followed by D 2 and T 2 molecules (~9% and 7.3% respectively), T ions (~2.7%) and finally by D ions (~0.6%). The errors in table 1 represent the statistical uncertainties of the parameters based on the covariance matrix resulting from the Chi-square minimization in the fit procedure and they include the effect of correlations with the other parameters. The analysis has been performed by using the software framework ROOT [17] . In figure 10 the fit results are shown together with the 95% of confidence interval of the fit. These results demonstrate the capability of SCD to determine the beam composition in a mixed DT beam and could be applied on the neutral beams injected in thermonuclear fusion experiments. This was demonstrated in an earlier work [18] , where the main features of the neutron spectrum have been observed on the JET tokamak with a mixed D/T beam used to heat the plasma.
New prospects for diagnosing DT plasmas
The unprecedented intrinsic energy resolution <1% of diamond detectors for 14 MeV neutrons opens up new prospects for diagnosing DT plasmas as demonstrated with the detailed analysis of the NG D/T beam composition. In this work we also explore the possibility to use SCDs to study the non-classical slowing down of the beam ions in ITER DT plasmas. As in [8] , where this phenomenon was studied for JET, here we apply the analytical formulas of Gaffey [19] to determine the steady-state distribution function f b (v) of a beam of neutral ions that slows down in an ITER DT plasma due to Coulomb collisions. Following [8] , we also introduce a term L( f ) in Gaffey's equation which heuristically describes an additional, non-classical ('anomalous') loss mechanism acting on the beam ions. L( f ) is given by
. SCD PHS at 0° shown as black dots without the low energy tail due to partial charge collection (see text). The neutron beam components with their weights and their sum correspond to the best fit to the data. The lower x-axis represents the neutron deposited energy inside the detector while the upper x-axis represents the energy of the incoming neutrons. The y-axis of the graph in the top is given in linear scale, whereas in the bottom graph the y-axis is given in logarithmic scale. figure  11(A) ), the ions distribution features a clear anisotropy in the injection energy region. For lower energies instead, the slowing down distribution becomes more isotropic due to the pitch angle scattering caused by collision with bulk ions. When the classic solution is compared to the anomalous cases ( figure 11(B) ) we note that the anisotropic part is almost unaffected by the loss term L( f ), whereas the low energy distribution is less pronounced. This is emphasized in the anomalous slowing down case ( figure 11(C) ) in which the isotropic distribution at low energies almost disappears due to a lower value of the α exponent which rules the ions dispersion.
Using as input the above simulated tritons velocity distribution, Monte Carlo simulations based on GENESIS code [20] were performed to calculate neutron energy spectra, assuming to have D bulk thermal plasma at 20 keV temperature (see figure 11) . Figure 11(D) shows the calculated neutron energy spectra generated by the three NBI distribution cases interacting with the thermal D plasma, together with the thermal bulk DT plasma component (20 keV) . Here, the latter is shown as dominant contrib ution. The thermal component on ITER, in fact, is expected to be between 90% and 95% with respect to the NBI one [21] .
In order to study the diagnostic capabilities of the SCD, the classical and the anomalous components viewed from two different angles, together with the thermal contribution, have been convolved with the diamond response function. Figure 12 shows the results in terms of 12 C(n,α) 9 Be peak at 90° (top panel A) and 45° (bottom panel B), respectively. The exhibited spectra were normalized in order to have 5000 counts in the classic NBI component whereas in the anomalous cases the number of counts in the NBI components scales with the associated dispersion factor. A counts number equal to 5000 has been chosen according to the expected neutron flux (10 9 n/cm 2 /s) at the high-resolution neutron spectrometer (HRNS) position [22] . In fact, by considering the diamond efficiency to 14 MeV neutron to be of about 5 × 10 −4 in the n-α peak and the active area of a 12 pixel SCD matrix [7, 10] , we can estimate to have on ITER roughly 5000 counts per half second in the classic NBI component at the HRNS position. Consequently, this number is comparable to the number of counts that we can have by integrating for the 1 MeV NB tritons slowing down time, therefore allowing NBI diagnosing. The spectra display a dominant thermal component of about 0.8 MeV FWHM and additional high and low energy tails induced by NBI heating at an amplitude of about 10 −2 compared to the peak from thermal emission. Compared to the classical slowing down case, the effects of an additional anomalous loss of the beam ions are distinguishable as deviations in the high energy tails of the spectrum at a level above 5 × 10 −3 with respect to the main peak. This can be observed with today's sensitivity limit of SCDs. The deviation is better observed at 45° and for the k = 0.75, α = −4 case.
In order to study the importance of the high energy resolution enabled by SCDs, in figure 13 we consider the case of an SCD with a poorer energy resolution of 5% at 14 MeV and that views the plasma along a line of sight at 90° with respect to the magnetic field. The dominant thermal DT neutron component has a 1.1 MeV FWHM and the contribution of the NBI comp onent can be separated from the thermal peak at deposited energies E d > 10 MeV. When compared to figure 12(A) , the spectra have smoother gradients, which makes it harder to observe differences among the classical, k = 0.75 α = −1 and k = 0.75 α = −4 cases. The poorer energy resolution results also in a significantly broader spectrum for which the separation of the Thermal and NBI components becomes more difficult.
Conclusions
The Comparison of the neutron spectra in terms of 12 C(n,α) 9 Be peak for the three studied cases after the convolution with diamond response function. The dashed lines represent the level of sensitivity of the SCD. Panel (A) and (B) show the neutron spectra viewed at 90° and 45°, respectively. The y-axis of both the graphs is shown in logarithmic scale. C(n,α) 9 Be peak for the three studied cases after the convolution with a neutron spectrometer with energy resolution equal to 5% at 14 MeV. The dashed line represents the level of sensitivity of the detector. The y-axis is shown in logarithmic scale.
